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ABSTRACT

The objective of this study is to investigate smoothed particle hydrodynamics
(SPH) method in simulating drilling process of both brittle and ductile materials. Drilling
simulation is commonly performed by finite element method (FEM); however, it is
challenging when applied to small debris generated by brittle materials or special cutting
tools, due to the inability to capture small chip interactions. SPH was originally developed
for flow analysis but has been recently used in cutting research. In this study, SPH is
compared with FEM by four case studies. The results show that SPH can simulate ductile
drilling, but the chip formation and forces are not as reasonable as FEM. On the other
hand, SPH can capture small fragmented debris in brittle material drilling, which cannot
be done by FEM with an equivalent mesh size. SPH method is also found to be affected
by the distance between the particles (element size in FEM) and numerical errors on the
free surfaces, both of which require further investigation beyond this paper.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Drilling
Drilling is a common machining process and has applications in different fields
including geoscience for drilling rocks[1], biomechanics for drilling bone tissue [2] and
in the industry for drilling metals [3]. Based on the application, the work-material could
be brittle, ductile, or a combination of both [4]. A better understanding in drilling
mechanism and chip formation of different materials can help design the tool, ensure the
hole quality, and avoid damaging the tool and workpiece.
Numerous studies have been presented in the past decades to analyze drilling in
both ductile and brittle materials using analytical and experimental methods. For example,
Williams [5] developed a chip formation model and an indentation model to simulate
drilling in metals. The equations were derived to predict the total torque and thrust force
for a given cutting condition, drill geometry, and the work material. Yuan et al. [6] adopted
the brittle fracture mechanics to model the cutting force for carbon-fiber reinforced
plastics. Ke et al. [7] analyzed the forces and continuous chip formation process with two
models to predict spiral and string chip formation. However, these analytical and empirical
models were specifically tuned for certain conditions. Chip formation, chip interaction
with tools, and its morphology as a function of material properties have rarely been
discussed.
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Finite element modeling of cutting mechanics
To advance the simulation flexibility for a wide variety of drilling scenarios and
three-dimensional visualization of chip formation, the numerical method, Finite Element
Method (FEM), has opened a new paradigm. FEM has been used in simulating machining
processes of various materials such as metals [3], composites [4], and biological tissues
[8]. FEM has also been widely used to study the chip formation of orthogonal cutting for
ductile materials [9-11]. However, despite the capabilities of FEM, the accuracy and
correctness of simulation results significantly rely on the model setups, such as mesh size,
arrangement, element type, and element damage model. Additionally, FEM suffers from
the drawback of leading large mesh distortion which is an evitable part of drilling
simulation. This issue implies the use of arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) method and
remeshing techniques which are known to be time consuming and to loss of stresses during
remeshing. Unfortunately, the inability of FEM in problems involving moving boundaries
and free surfaces is often the trade-offs with the computational time [12, 13].
Of particular challenge is that when an element experiences damage, it is removed
from the model to mimic material failure [14]. Therefore, if a drilling process simulation
involves element removal but does not have adequately fine mesh to form a chip, the chip
can become fragmented, and the drilling force will be discontinuous. To balance between
the mesh size and computational time, commercial software, such as Third Wave Systems
[15], uses adaptive meshing method at each time increment to refine the cutting zone mesh
and thus minimize the unrealistic chip formation and force generation. However, fine
mesh is not an absolute solution for all materials; exceptions are composites and brittle
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ceramics. For example, Usui et al. [16] needed to employ cohesive elements to simulate
drilling of carbon-epoxy composites that contains elimination and chip fragments. Che et
al. [17] used FEM to simulate orthogonal cutting of rock, but the forces were
underestimated likely due to the loss of elements and their interactions with the cutting
tool, despite the use of extremely fine mesh. Therefore, the objective of this project is to
study an alternative numerical model, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), for
drilling process simulation, particularly in brittle materials.
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics method in cutting mechanics
The proposed SPH is a mesh-free method that was first employed for astrophysics
application in 1977 and has gradually been utilized in continuum mechanics scale [18].
SPH has been widely used to obtain an approximate solution for the equation of fluid
dynamics by replacing the fluid with a set of particles [19]. This is a method that links the
continuum mechanics and fragmentation in a natural way. Different from FEM, SPH does
not require a gridded domain to solve problems. Thus, it can handle problems involving
free surfaces, deformable boundaries, moving interfaces, extremely large deformation and
crack propagation [5]. Besides classical hydrodynamics, SPH may be applied to many
areas of mechanics. Therefore the term “hydrodynamics” may be

intrepretted as

mechanics in general. However, the main application of SPH is in lagrangian continum
mechanics. The earliest application of SPH is in fluid dynamics [18]. This method has
been gradually extended to simulate the fracture of brittle solids[20], metal forming[21],
high velocity impact[22], explosion [23] and metal cutting [18]. Villumen et al. and
Limido et al. [18, 24] simulated the orthogonal cutting defining Johnson-cook (J-C) model
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for aluminum to obtain the cutting forces and to simulate chip formation. Metal cutting
involves all the process including milling turning and drilling[25]. Drilling is the most
widely used machining process that not only has application in automobile industry and
aerospace industry [14] but also has applications in house care, orthopedic surgery[2] and
large scale drilling including rock drilling and soil drilling[1].
Objective and research method
The objective of this research is to study the feasibility of using SPH for material
removal process for both ductile and brittle material. Drilling is a complex machining
process [14]. Orthogonal cutting is usually employed to investigate the interaction
between the tool and cutting edges. This method is a 2D material removal process.
Therefore, in this research orthogonal cutting is utilized to study the cutting force and
chip formation in SPH and FEM. Aluminum is selected to represent the ductile materials,
which is commonly simulated by FEM. Cortical bone is used as the brittle material since
there is currently no suitable numerical model for bone drilling. Since Finite element has
been widely used to simulate the metal cutting process, this method adopted as the
baseline of this research. That is, SPH is compared with FEM by creating identical SPH
and FEM case studies generated by ABAQUS/EXPLICIT. The expected outcome of this
study is to understand the capability of SPH in cutting simulation and investigate the
limitations. Chapter II explains the modeling setup of orthogonal cutting and material
selection. Chapter III discusses the effect of damage criteria in SPH and FEM. In chapter
IV, cutting force and chip formation of FEM and SPH models are compared with different
number of particles (SPH) and elements (FEM). By utilizing the points obtained from
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chapter III and IV, a 3D cutting model for ductile and brittle material is developed in
chapter V. Finally, chapter VI reviews the conclusion remarks of previous chapters. Fig.
1 demonstrates the research method of this research.

Figure 1: Research method
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CHAPTER II
MATERIALS AND MODEL SETUP

This chapter describes the configuration model of orthogonal cutting and
constructing of SPH model from FEM is explained. Material properties of ductile and
brittle material is also explained.
2.1

Constructing SPH model
The SPH model was created based on the FEM model by converting the existing

elemental nodes to SPH element PC3D, as the procedure is shown in Fig. 2. Note that SPH
element is a point (or called particle) without an actual volume. The distance between two
particles is known as the feature length, denoted by l, which serves as the smooth length
used in the SPH Kernel function to describe the continuum of the-particle-formed body.
The feature length in SPH is equivalent to the FEM mesh size.

Figure 2: Transformation of one element of the finite element model into particles of the
SPH model
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2.2

Configuration of orthogonal cutting
In this study, the ABAQUS/EXPLICIT software was utilized to simulate the FEM

and SPH models with an identical geometry for comparison. First, the workpiece mesh
was generated using cubic C3D8R elements with an equal size as shown in Fig. 3(a). The
dimensions of the whole workpiece were 5.0 mm × 10.0 mm × 2.0 mm. The top section
of the workpiece (the uncut chip) is converted to SPH particles in SPH model as shown in
Fig. 3(b).
It is possible to convert the entire FEM model to SPH model. However, to ensure
the uncut region to have the same stiffness to support the cutting zone, a hybrid model
consisting of both SPH and FEM domains was generated for SPH drilling simulation, as
shown in Fig. 2. Since the SPH particles were converted from the elements, the nodal
positions remained the same, and thus the nodes on the interface between SPH and FEM
were completely overlaid. The “tie” function in ABAQUS was used to constrain the
particles and nodes in all degrees of freedom to present a continuous material. For the
boundary conditions of the models, the bottom nodes of the workpiece were fixed in X, Y
and Z axes (BC#1), as described in Fig. 3.
The cutting tool is rigid with a clearance angle of 5 degrees and rake angle of 15
degrees. For the comparison purpose, the friction coefficient between the cutting tool and
workpiece is 0.2. A reference point is defined on the cutter and the velocity of 400 mm/s
is applied to this point on the negative X direction.
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(a) FEM
Figure 3: Configuration of orthogonal cutting

2.3

(b) SPH

Material selection
Ductile material
The ductile material was chosen to be aluminum 2024-T351, as the properties

defined in Table 1. Aluminum is commonly used in manufacturing and aluminum drilling
has been studied extensively. Johnson-Cook (J-C) material model is often used to
represent the behaviors of aluminum. This model provides a comprehensive description
of a metal’s behaviors undertaking large strains, high strain rates, and temperature
dependent visco-plasticity which happen in cutting processes. The J-C plastic model is
presented by the following equation of the equivalent plastic flow stress (Eq. 1). The J-C
parameters used to simulate Al2024-T351 workpiece are specified in Table 2 [26]. Effects
of temperature and strain rate were not considered in this study.
m

    T  Troom  
   A  B  1  C ln( )  1  
 
 0    Tmelt  Troom  



n
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(1)

The J-C shear failure model was used as a damage initiation criterion (Eq. 2). The
parameter values of Al2024-T351 are given in Table 2 [26]. The damage evolution was
assumed based on the maximum displacement defined at 5 μm.
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Table. 1. Mechanical properties of Al2024-T351
Density (kg/m3)
2700

Elastic Modulus
(MPa)
73000

Poisson’s
ration
0.33

Table. 2. J-C Plastic and failure parameters for A2024-T351
A
B
N
(MPa) (MPa)
352
440
0.42

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

0.13

0.13

-1.5

0.011 0

Brittle material
The brittle material was chosen to be the cortical bone. Bone is relatively brittle
since it typically has an infinitesimal plastic deformation in the tensile stress-strain curve
[27]. Bone is also a common biological material dealt by surgeons every day. A brittle
damage model was used to represent the cortical bone. The mechanical properties are
shown in Table 3 [27]. A small plastic region was applied between the strain 0.0185 and
0.0330. Once the damage initiated, the damage evolution was set based the displacement
of 1 μm. This would produce a fairly brittle behavior upon fracture.
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Table. 3. Mechanical properties of bone
Density
Elastic
Poisson’s
Yield
(kg/m3)
Modulus
ration
Stress
(MPa)
(MPa)
2000
5396.7
0.3
100
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CHAPTER III
EFFECTS OF DAMAGE CRITERIA DEFINITION

This chapter studies the effects of damage criteria on SPH for ductile and brittle
material. Three case studies of SPH are developed, and the cutting force and chip
formation of each case are compared with FEM results.
3.1

Damage criteria
To define damage in FEM, damage initiation and damage evolution are the two

critical parameters to be defined. Damage initiation parameter provides material properties
that initiate damage while damage evolution parameter determines the evolution of
damage leading to eventual failure. These two points are illustrated in Fig. 4. In finite
element model, if the damage initiation is not defined, the stress will continue increasing
without element failure. On the other hand, SPH behaves differently. If the damage is not
defined in SPH model, the material will naturally fail at a certain point due to particle
distance (Fig. 4).
In regard to SPH, the literature survey shows two parties regarding the damage
criterion definition. One group believes that damage parameters are not required to
identify in SPH analysis since the element separation happens due to the loss of cohesion
between neighboring particles [28, 29]. The other group, Limido et al. and M. Heinstein
et al.[18, 30], believes that damage parameters are required to set to force the particle to
separate at the defined failure criteria.
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Figure 4: Configuration of damage criteria in FEM and SPH

3.2

Study method
To study the effect of damage criteria in SPH, three case studies are developed. In

Case I, damage is defined; that is, the material separation occurs based on the natural
separation of SPH. The Case II consists of damage initiation without defining damage
evolution. In the next step, Case III, damage evolution is defined along with damage
initiation. The cutting force and chip formation of three cases of SPH is compared with an
identical finite element model. In the finite element model, damage criteria including
damage initiation and damage evolution are defined in material properties. For each case
study, the cutting force of the reference point located on the cutter is extracted.
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3.3

Results
Ductile material
FEM
Aluminum is adopted as ductile material, and finite element model of orthogonal

cutting is chosen as the baseline. The element size of FEM is 0.05 mm (the finest mesh
size for the FEM) in the chip zone. Damage parameters including damage initiation and
damage evolution are also defined. In FEM analysis, once an element reaches its damaged
point, it is deleted from the model. In orthogonal cutting while the cutter moves toward
the workpiece the elements are being separated and removed from the model due to the
defined damage parameters (Fig. 5). The cutting force is oscillating due to element
deletion but the average remains constant (Fig. 6).

Figure 5: Material removal process in orthogonal cutting
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Figure 6: FEM result of orthogonal cutting for ductile material (cutting force)

The chip formation obtained from finite element analysis is shown in Fig. 7. Since
the workpiece material is ductile, the chip is continuous.

Figure 7: FEM simulation of orthogonal cutting
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SPH
The results of the cutting force of Case I and Case II of SPH comparing to FEM
result are extracted in Fig. 8. The chip formation mechanism of these two cases is
investigated (Fig. 9). The results indicate that the cutting force and chip formation of these
two cases are exactly identical.

Figure 8: SPH result of Case I and Case II comparing to FEM results for ductile
material.

(a) Case I
(b) Case II
Figure 9: Simulation result of SPH for ductile material (chip formation)
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In the next step, damage evolution is considered to compare with Cases I and II.
The results compared to FEM are shown in Fig. 10. By defining damage evolution, the
model is being unstable and explode at a certain point. That is the reason why the time
scale of Fig. 10 is 0.004 s, which is the step time of the first frame. At the end of the first
frame, Case III (the model having all damage parameters including damage initiation and
damage evolution) is exploded (Fig. 11).

Figure 10: SPH result of Case II and Case III comparing to FEM result for ductile
material

a) Case II
b) Case III
Figure 11: Simulation result of SPH for ductile material
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Brittle material
FEM
Similar to the previous case, FEM is used as the baseline to investigate cutting
force and chip formation for brittle material. The workpiece material is cortical bone.
Since the elements are removed from the model (Fig. 12), the cutting force is highly
oscillated (Fig. 13). Because the material is brittle, fragmented chips are separate from the
workpiece (Fig 14).

Figure 12: FEM simulation of material removal for brittle material

Figure 13: FEM result of brittle material
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Figure 14: FEM simulation of orthogonal cutting of brittle material

SPH
The cutting force and chip formation extracted from Cases I and II shown in
Figures 16 and 17. Similar to the previous case for ductile material these two cases are the
same. The cutting force of Case III is significantly lower than those of Case I and Case II
but is similar to the average of FEM results (Fig. 16). Since the material is brittle, it is
expected to see broken chips; however, in Cases I and II the continuous chip is formed. In
comparison, in Case III, when setting the damage initiation and damage evolution, the
broken chips can be simulated as shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 15: SPH result of cutting force comparing to FEM (brittle material)

a) Case I
b) Case II
c) Case III
Figure 16: Simulation result of SPH with different damage criteria (brittle material)
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3.4

Concluding remarks
Ductile material
In the preceding sections, the effect of damage parameters is investigated for SPH

and FEM simulations. The results indicate that damage evolution must be defined along
with damage initiation. However, if the work material is extremely ductile the material
removal process may occur due to the natural separation of SPH, and there is no need to
define damage parameters in this case. However, damage evolution may need for less
ductile material to model broken chips.
Setting damage evolution in SPH analysis leads to the instability of the model. The
remaining particles have larger momentum comparing to other particles that could lead to
“explosion”.
In conclusion, to simulate the material removal process for ductile material,
damage property may not define to maintain the model stability. Also, SPH may not be
used for chip formation since the chip looks stiffer compared to the identical FEM (will
be explained in Chapter 3).
Brittle material
Damage evolution must be set to create fragmented debris and to obtain accurate
force result, comparing three cases of damage parameters. If damage evolution is defined,
SPH will show the broken chips while FEM cannot, due to the nature of element deletion.
Also, the model stability is low because of the large momentum of the remaining particles
that could lead to “explosion”.
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It is suggested to obtain accurate cutting force and chip formation; damage
evolution is needed to be defined. Also, it is required to manually tune damage settings in
ABAQUS subroutine to avoid explosion.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECTS OF PARTICLE DENSITY

This chapter focuses on the convergence study of particle density in SPH. Particle
density is equivalent to the element size in FEM. To elaborate more, identical cutting
conditions are designed with different particle distance (in SPH) and element size (in
FEM) to investigate if the particle distance and number of elements will affect the result.
Model convergence
Convergence test is a numerical issue when dealing with finite element analysis
[31]. The results of finite element analysis should be independent of number of particles.
So, it is required to increase the number of particles to obtain converged results. SPH
behaves in a similar way. So, to obtain trustable results from SPH analysis, it is needed to
increase the number of particles to obtain converged results.
Method
To investigate the effect of number of particles the uncut chip is meshed with
different number of particles. For ductile material the depth of cut is 0.4 mm and
simulations are designed based on 2, 4 and 8 particles in uncut chip in SPH model which
is identical to 2, 4 and 8 elements in finite element model. (Fig. 17).
In brittle material, the thickness of the uncut chip in 0.09 mm since the thicker
depth of cut may lead to “explosion”. In another word, the bottom nodes of the workpiece
are fixed and the material is brittle. Therefore, cutting larger thickness of the work material
will break the entire workpiece. Two case studies are designed for brittle material. The
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number of particles in the uncut chip of SPH is 1 and 2 which is equivalent to 1 and 2
elements in FEM (Fig. 18).

Figure 17: Different number of particles of SPH vs. different number of elements in
FEM for ductile material

Figure 18: Different number of particles of SPH vs. different number of elements in
FEM for brittle material
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Results
Ductile material
FEM
Similar to previous chapter, aluminum is chosen for the workpiece material. Three
case studies are set to with 2, 4 and 8 elements in the uncut chip. By increasing the number
of particles, the deleted volume from the workpiece is becoming less. Therefore, the
cutting force is high (Fig. 19) and smooth and chip is continuous (Fig. 20).

Figure 19: FEM result of cutting force for different number of elements (ductile
material)

(a) Two elements
(b) Four elements
(c) Eight elements
Figure 20: Simulation result of FEM for different number of elements (ductile material)
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SPH
Similar to the FEM, SPH models are created based on 2, 4 and 8 particles in the
uncut chip zone. The chip formation is similar in three cases (Fig. 22) but the cutting forces
behave differently. Setting 8 particles in the uncut chip will lead to less cutting force
comparing to setting 2 and 4 particles (Fig. 21).

Figure 21: SPH results of cutting force for different number of elements (ductile
material)

(a) Two particles
(b) Four particles
(c) Eight particles
Figure 22: Simulation results of SPH for different number of elements (ductile material)
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Brittle material
FEM
Similar to other case studies for brittle material, bone is used for the workpiece
material. Two case studies are utilized in the FEM of orthogonal cutting. Case one consists
of one element in the uncut chip and case two has two elements. The cutting force is
illustrated in figure 23. The chip is supposed to be fragmented due to the brittleness of the
workpiece. Therefore, increasing the number of elements may lead to simulate broken
chips more accurately since the less volume is removed from the model (Fig. 24) .

Figure 23: FEM result of cutting force for different number of elements (brittle material)

(a) One elements
(b) Two elements
Figure 24: Simulation result of FEM for different number of elements (brittle material)
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SPH
The identical condition of the FEM is applied to the SPH model for one and two
particles in the uncut chip. The results of the cuttin force are shown is fig. 25. In case two
(two particles) the simulation is not completed since the results are not converged likely
due to the problem of damage setting. So, the results of the 2 particle case are shown for
the first frame (fig. 26).

Figure 25: SPH result of cutting force for different number of elements (brittle material)

(a) One particle
(b) Two particles
Figure 26: Simulation result of SPH for different number of elements (brittle material)
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Comparison between FEM and SPH
Ductile material
Both FEM and SPH will give the result of 500N by using maximum mesh size.
But the disparate point of these two methods is FEM converges from lower values to high
one (Fig. 27) while SPH converges from higher to lower. In other words, the less number
of particles in SPH will give a higher force. This fact can be clarified due to the
discontinuity problems at the boundary of SPH which is clarified in the next section.

(a) FEM
(b) SPH
Figure 27: Comparison between the results of FEM and SPH for ductile material

Brittle material
Due to element deletion nature of FEM the cutting force is oscillating while the
result of more particles is smoother and the average is close to that of SPH model. Also,
in the SPH model, fine particle arrangment makes the simulation difficult to converge (fig.
28).
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(a) FEM
(b) SPH
Figure 28: Comparison between the results of FEM and SPH for brittle material

Truncated kernel function
Kernel function is discontinuous at the boundary of SPH. Therefore, the particles
at the boundary demonstrate higher stress. As shown in figure 29 the inside particles have
perfect kernel function while the boundary particles have truncated kernel function. To
elaborate more, a simple four point bending is performed following a standard ASTM
dimensions (6.5 mm × 13 mm × 156 mm) (fig. 30).

Figure 29: Configuration of kernel function on boundary particle and inside particles.
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The bottom two pins are fixed in all directions (BC#1) and the two top pins have
the velocity of 5 mm/s in negative Y direction (BC#2).

Figure 30: Configuration of four point bending

To avoid penetration the interaction is defined between the outer surfaces of every
elements with the surfaces of the support pins. And finally, the part is meshed with cubic
C3D8 elements.
The pins are defined as rigid body and the work material is set to be Al6060-T6.
To compare the SPH with FEM the reaction force in Y direction is extracted from the
reference point located on the top pins. SPH model is generated from finite element model.
As it is shown in figure 31, the particles on the boundary of SPH has higher stress
comparing to the inside particle. But this question may arise that why increasing the
number of particles will lead to smaller cutting force in the orthogonal cutting model?
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Figure 32 shows a simple math to elaborate this fact. First, the geometry meshes with a
few number of particles and the ratio of boundary particles to the total number of particles
is calculated. As shown in figure 32 by increasing the number of particles this ratio is
becoming smaller. Therefore, the effect of the truncated kernel function of the boundary
particles is alleviated, and the cutting force is less.

Figure 31: Comparison of boundary particles between FEM and SPH

Concluding remarks
This section investigates the effect of particles distance on SPH analysis which is
equivalent to the effect of number of elements in FEM. The cutting force and chip
formation is obtained for the ductile material. In SPH model, small particle distance may
lead to obtain accurate results while larger particle distance demonstrates the reasonable
behavior of material although overestimated.
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Figure 32: Increasing the number of particles to investigate the effect of boundary
particles
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CHAPTER V
SIMULATION OF 3-D CUTTING MODEL

In the previous chapters, the effect of the damage criteria and number of particles
in FEM and SPH analysis is investigated for ductile and brittle material. So, the last part
of the research would be how to incorporate the knowledge to create a 3D drilling
simulation.
Model setup
Workpiece and mesh configuration
In this study, the ABAQUS/EXPLICIT FEM software was utilized to simulate the
FEM and SPH models with an identical geometry for comparison. First, the workpiece
mesh was generated using cubic C3D8R elements with an equal size (0.05 × 0.05 × 0.05
mm) as shown in Fig. 33(a). The dimensions of the whole workpiece were 3.0 mm × 3.0
mm × 1.1 mm. This model was made to simulate a full cutting edge-and-workpiece contact
during drilling, so a cone shape with a point angle of 90˚ was created in the workpiece by
removing geometrically correspondent elements, as shown in Fig. 33(b).

(a)
(b)
Figure 33: (a) Initial finite element model and (b) modified finite element model with
removed cone shaped elements
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The SPH model is generated based on the FEM by converting the existing
elemental nodes to SPH element, PC3D. The feature length (distance between the
particles) was set to be 0.05 mm which is equivalent to the FEM mesh size.
It is possible to convert the entire FEM model to SPH model. However, to ensure
the uncut region to have the same stiffness to support the cutting zone, a hybrid model
consisting of both SPH and FEM domains was generated for SPH drilling simulation, as
shown in Fig. 34. Since the SPH particles were converted from the elements, the nodal
positions remained the same, and thus the nodes on the interface between SPH and FEM
were completely overlaid. The “tie” function in ABAQUS was used to constrain the
particles and nodes in all degrees of freedom to present a continuous material. For the
boundary conditions of the models, the bottom four edges of the workpiece were fixed in
X, Y and Z axes (BC#1), as described in Fig. 34.
Drilling tools and contact definition
Two drilling tools are selected in this study, regular twist drill and Kirschner wire
(K-wire), since they have completely different drilling characteristics. Twist drill normally
consists of two flutes to remove and evacuate the work-material. K-wire, in contrast, has
a trocar tip with three facets. Thus, the rake angle of each cutting edge is highly negative,
which produces fragmented chips. Both tools were made to have an identical point angle
of 90˚ and a diameter of 2 mm to match with the model’s cone shape, as shown in Fig. 35.
They were created as a rigid body shell in both FEM and SPH.
K-wire in bone drilling is of particular interest since it is commonly used in
orthopedic surgery. Due to the lack of positive rake angles in cutting and the brittle nature
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of bone, K-wire drilling often creates dusty debris. The accumulated debris at the K-wire
tip creates a tremendous amount of heat [32]. Being able to analyze bone cutting and chip
formation will be beneficial in surgical tool design.

Figure 34: Hybrid model consisting of both SPH and FEM domains used for SPH
simulation
For contact definition, “general contact” in ABAQUS was used. Specifically in
FEM, the contact included two pairs: the entire surface of the drilling tool and all six faces
of an element. The “element deletion” function was activated in FEM to allow an element
to vanish when the element reaches its damage criteria. This permitted the tool to penetrate
into the workpiece. The contact pair in the SPH models was the surface of the drilling tool
and the particles. Note that an SPH particle was considered as an element but without any
actual volume.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 35: Schematics of (a) the K-wire and (b) the twist drill

Numerical tests
This numerical study includes four cases consisting of K-wire and twist drill on
two work-materials (one ductile and one brittle). The ductile material was chosen to be
aluminum 2024-T351 and the brittle material is cortical bone.
Four case studies are identified as follows. Case 1 uses a twist drill to drill into the
aluminum workpiece using FEM. Case 2 is the same to Case 1 but simulated by SPH.
Case 3 uses K-wire to drill into the bone workpiece using FEM, and Case 4 uses SPH for
the same setup as Case 3. In order to ensure a full contact between the cutting edges and
the workpiece, two steps were defined in the simulation. In Step 1, the drill bit was
advanced into the workpiece by a small distance to create initial contact. Step 2 initiated
the drilling process. The feed rate in this step was set to be 7 mm/s for aluminum drilling
along with a spindle speed of 800 RPM, which corresponded to 0.52 mm/rev (i.e., chip
load). This feed rate ensured approximately 5 to 6 elements through the chip thickness.
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The feed rate for the bone was 1 mm/s, which corresponded to 0.07 mm/rev. These
parameters were randomly selected based on real practices. K-wire, by its nature, cannot
be advanced as fast as a drill bit since there is no flute for separated chip to evacuate from
the cutting zone. Forcing K-wire at a higher speed would cause the model to completely
blow apart during drilling simulation. The friction coefficient between the drilling tool
(stainless steel) and the specimen was set to be 0.2. This value was arbitrarily selected for
the comparison purposes. Additionally, for both FEM and SPH models, mass scaling was
employed to reduce the computational time. It was found no significant changes in force
and torque responses of these models with mass scaling.
It is important to note that the purpose of this research is to compare SPH and FEM
in the drilling of ductile and brittle materials instead of obtaining the absolute drilling
forces. Thus, only a set of reasonable parameters is needed to perform the simulations.
Results
Drilling simulation results are presented in this section. The first comparison is
between SPH and FEM in ductile drilling (Case 1 vs. Case 2). The second comparison is
drilling of the brittle material with FEM and SPH methods (Case 3 vs. Case 4).
Aluminum drilling with twist drill
Figure 36 shows the simulation results at 0.029 s and 0.058 s for FEM and SPH
model. Both models successfully drill into the work-material and create continuous chip
as expected for the ductile material. However, it can be seen that the chip obtained by
FEM has a different shape from that in SPH model. The curled chip of FEM is, in fact,
closer to the reality of a plastically deformed work-material. SPH produces unrealistic
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chip likely due to the numerical issues that occur on the free surfaces. SPH relies on the
integration of the Kernel function across the particles in the simulation domain. Due to the
lack of neighboring points at the free edges and surfaces (i.e., boundaries), SPH is unable
to correctly calculate stress and strain on the free surfaces [33]. Therefore, since the cut
chips contain a large free surface area, this free-surface effect could be magnified, which
results in unrealistic chip formation. The higher stress distribution in the SPH chip is an
evidence of this issue.
Figures 37 and 38 show the thrust force and torque, respectively, from SPH and
FEM models. The first step that creates an initial contact is not shown in the chart. It can
be observed that at the beginning of the simulation (about 0.04 s), both methods exhibit
similar force and torque levels. Then, the two models begin to deviate from each other.
The FEM produces a constant thrust force, and a nearly constant torque, in comparison
with those of SPH. The thrust force and torque of FEM are closer to the theoretical
phenomenon, provided a constant feed rate and spindle speed. The ramp-up force at the
beginning of the data is when the cutting edges engage to the full chip load (i.e., feed per
revolution). The oscillating profile is due to the resolution of the mesh size that causes
some elements to vanish under extensive stress and excessive distortion. In contrast, SPH
experiences a continuously increasing force and torque. This is due to the aforementioned
numerical instability that happens on the free surfaces of the chip and creates higher stress
(Figs. 29 and 31). The higher stress in the chip makes it stiffer than supposed to be, and
thus requires higher forces to deform it and move along the flutes.
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(a) 0.029 s (SPH)

(b) 0.029 s (SPH)

(c) 0.058 s (SPH)
(d) 0.058 s (FEM)
Figure 36: Simulation results of SPH vs. FEM for aluminum drilling with twist drill

Figure 37: The FEM and SPH results of the thrust force for Al 2024-T351 drilling with
twist drill
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Figure 38: The FEM and SPH results of the drilling torque for Al 2024-T351 drilling
with twist drill

Bone drilling with K-wire
Figure 39 shows the simulation results at 0.055 s and 0.068 s of both FEM and
SPH models. In the SPH model, a large amount of small bone debris is separated from the
model and accumulated on the surface of the workpiece. The zero-stress status of the
accumulated particles on the surface is the evidence of a complete material damage (Figs.
39 (a) and (c)). Note the particles shown in the figure are for visualization in ABAQUS
and they are not the actual volume of the debris. In contrast, FEM model does not produce
any bone debris on the surface. This is because the element is disabled as soon as it reaches
the damage criteria. As opposed to the SPH damage behavior that retains the particles and
interactions with others, the failed elements in FEM are no longer involved in any
calculations. As a result, the volume is gradually missing during the drilling process and
the effect of debris cannot be incorporated. Bone debris accumulation is the primary cause
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for K-wires being extremely hot (often over 100˚C) during deep hole bone drilling in
orthopedic surgery [34].
For each case, the thrust force and torque were extracted and plotted in Figs. 40
and 41. Similarly, the data obtained from the first step is not shown here for the purpose
of comparing material removal process only. The noisy data is likely due to the brittle
nature and the distance between the particles (element size in FEM) relative to the chip
load. In general, a smaller distance between the particles (finer FEM mesh) could result in
smoother force profiles.
FEM has an oscillating result with a higher amplitude, which indicates an unstable
drilling process. Unless the element size can be much smaller than the chip to form an
entity, the element will vanish once it meets the defined damage criteria. The sudden loss
of volume and contact results in the force drop. Therefore, the oscillating thrust force
constantly decreases to zero during the simulation. However, this phenomenon is not
reflected on the torque result due to the existence of friction between the tool and
workpiece. As long as there is contact, the friction takes place in the tangential direction
of the spinning tip, resulting in torque resistance.

(a) 0.055 s (SPH)

(b) 0.055 s (FEM)

Figure 39: Simulation results of SPH vs. FEM for bone with K-wire
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(c) 0.068 s (SPH)

(d) 0.068 s (FEM)

Figure 40: The FEM and SPH results of the thrust force for bone drilled with K-wire

Figure 41: The FEM and SPH results of the drilling torque for bone drilled with K-wire

For the SPH model, it produces a slight increasing trend for both thrust force and
torque. The results are closer to the reality [32]. Different from a regular drill bit, K-wire
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does not have the flute to evacuate the debris and the accumulation can keep increasing
the forces as the drilling proceeds.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Discussion
SPH has been demonstrated to be feasible to model drilling both ductile and brittle
materials. In particular for brittle materials, SPH can handle small dusty chip formation
and accumulation which are not simulated by the FEM. On the other hand, SPH
demonstrated a stiffer behavior in ductile material drilling, which resulted in higher force
and torque. Limitations and issues for SPH are attributed to three reasons. First, the
numerical errors exist on the free surfaces due to the lack of neighboring points. Classical
SPH approximation is not correctly calculated on the free surfaces[33]. As shown in Fig.
42 of a 1-D scenario, the kernel function is truncated at the free surfaces [35] and thus, the
free surface shows an abnormal field value, which, in our case, transform to higher stress
and strain. As a result, when a continuous chip is formed, more newly produced free
surfaces can make the chip stiffer and stiffer. This issue may be solved by several freesurface treatment methods, such as renormalizing [33]. Commercial SPH solver, such as
LS-DYNA and ABAQUS, both have this function to employ. However, since a drillingproduced chip involves a larger amount of particles on the free surfaces, compared to the
interior particles, some other numerical issues are expected when using renormalization.
Further investigation is needed.
Secondly, the particle distance of SPH (equivalent to the element size in FEM)
plays an important role in drilling simulation. Convergence test is a common practice in
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FEM, which ensures the element size not to significantly affect the simulation results. A
finer mesh typically carries out more accurate results. Similarly for SPH, it is anticipated
that a finer particle arrangement may mitigate the aforementioned free-surface issues and
the oscillating force profile. However, significantly scaling down the particle distance of
SPH will lose its advantages over FEM, such as capturing small dusty debris with a larger
particle distance as shown in the results section (Fig. 39). Furthermore, SPH can
significantly increase the computational time since it involves a tremendous neighboring
particle searching. Trade-off between time and distance between particles is another
limitation in SPH application.

Figure 42: Truncated kernel function for free-surface particles vs. kernel function for
interior particles (1-D model)
Third, damage criteria makes the SPH model unstable. It is required to manually
tune damage settings including damage initiation and damage evolution to avoid
“explosion” in the material removal process.
Lastly, it is important to note that this study is aimed at studying the feasibility of
SPH in drilling as compared to conventional FEM models. The accuracy of the results has
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not been quantitatively verified with experimental data. This means that it is uncertain if
SPH can correctly incorporate the material parameters, such as friction coefficients and JC models in the simulation.
Conclusions
This research presented the simulation of brittle and ductile material drilling with
FEM and SPH model. It was found that FEM is more suitable for ductile material drilling
since it can accurately produce continuous, cone-shape chips (in drilling simulations) and
reasonable drilling force and torque profiles. On the contrary, to simulate brittle material
drilling, SPH has superior performance due to the volume conservation where failed
particles are not removed from the model. These particles continue to interact with cutting
edge and workpiece to mimic the brittle debris interactions in dry or deep drilling.
Future works
SPH is still capable of simulating ductile material drilling. The discrepancy of the
obtained drilling forces of two methods are the results of numerical errors on the free
surfaces, particle distance effect and defining damage criteria. The future research will
continue to investigate SPH in machining applications with the focuses on the issues
discussed in this research and validation with experimental data.
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